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AST ’s year in review

T

his has been a great year for AST Technology. So many positive things have
happened that we wanted to share some highlights with you, our customers.

This year we established our first “boots on the ground” service capability in North
America, where we can offer services that are proven and popular in Europe. It will
enable us to be more competitive with existing customers, plus allow us to support
many more companies in this region. During this time we welcomed the following
new AST team members in the USA:

Shawn Schnee

Technical Services
Manager

Aaron Neate

Process and Training
Engineer

• Shawn Schnee – Technical Services Manager. Shawn is heading up our North
America capability and providing the local leadership.
• Aaron Neate – Process and Training Engineer. Aaron spent an initial period in
Europe working with the established EU team. He is now providing on-site
support to customers in North America.
Our CVe Monitoring team also expanded in the USA during 2014 – the result of
accelerated growth of our mould monitoring business. New team members include:
• Sujit Sheth – General Manager: Monitoring. Sujit now looks after the monitoring
side of AST and heads up that portion of our business.

Sujit Sheth

General Manager:
Monitoring

Lorena Fisher

Technical Sales
Specialist

• Lorena Fisher – Technical Sales Specialist. A member of the
broader Progressive Components group for some years, this year
saw Lorena move into position to also support AST’s larger
accounts for mould monitoring.
In Europe, our Services team continued to grow, reflecting our strength
in this region. We welcomed the following team members during 2014:
• Paul Goldup – Project Manager. Paul coordinates Our EU simulation services and our System Moulding software solutions.

Paul Goldup

Project Manager

Alexander Hendel

Process and Training
Engineer

Martin Nash

Process and Training
Engineer

• Alexander Hendel – Process and Training Engineer. Alexander is a
multi-talented engineer who mainly is providing on-site processing support to our customers but also supports our engineering team in delivering Design For Manufacture (DFM) services.

• Martin Nash – Process and Training Engineer. Martin has been providing on-site support to our customers. He has a
strong training background and we anticipate him getting more involved in this area.
Shipments began for AST Technology’s newest product
offering: System Moulding, our methodical approach to the
injection moulding process. The easy-to-use, icon-driven
interface, combined with a modular solution which can be
tailored to customer requirements and the ability to customise
machine and material databases for customers, has proven
extremely popular. System Moulding incorporates the
best practises from within our team and the many years of
combined experience. Watch out for further enhancements to
System Moulding in 2015.
From all of us at AST Technology...

We Wish You a Happy and Healthy Holiday Season and a Prosperous 2015.
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